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The Ultimate Content Maturity  
Evaluation Checklist

See how your content marketing stacks up! Convince & Convert developed the following extensive 
criteria for evaluating content marketing maturity which can be used as a self-assessment checklist 
for your internal efforts.

For each of the five maturity levels below, honestly answer “Yes” or “No” to each of the prompts about 
your content and creative efforts. The section with the most “Yes” answers indicates the current level 
of your program: Participating, Moving, Accelerating, Sprinting, or Leading.

Mark “Yes” for each statement that is currently true for your organization.                   Yes          No

Participating

Creates and distributes content actively and consistently

Creates clear calls to action and content links

Establishes voice and tone consistency

Documents content marketing strategy, including goals and objectives

Identifies key performance indicators

Creates inventory/tracking system of content created

Identifies basic target audiences

 Moving

Consistently considers our brand value and communicates it through creative and content

Creates YouTility content for consumers in addition to promotional content  
(This is content that uses the strategy of helping rather than selling)

Creates content based on customer needs and questions

Incorporates existing multimedia content, such as photos, graphics and videos

Has a documented approach to content governance  
(who creates, reviews, stores, measures content)
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 Mark “Yes” for each statement that is currently true for your organization.                  Yes          No

Establishes target audience segments

Integrates SEO strategy with content efforts

Grades content efforts against primary KPIs

Produces and uses editorial calendars

Executes content that clearly ties back to the documented content strategy

Has a well defined creative and content briefing process

Accelerating

Effectively atomizes and diversifies content by audience

Consistently sources and utilizes customer-generated content

Amplifies content with paid and/or influencer efforts

Creates content with feedback and insights from SMEs and employees

Creates definitive content that ranks for key search terms

Creates content systematically across the customer/sales journey

Creates content for fully defined personas

A/B-tests creative to discover learnings and optimize creative based on results

Utilizes planning and workflow tools to create an efficient process  
(includes documented content tagging methdology)

Utilizes templates for predicable requests for content and creative

Has effectively integrated creative and content teams into the business so that  
individuals have the full knowledge needed to execute assets

Sprinting

Sits among top two competitors with content efforts

Atomizes content fully across all relevant channels

Includes outside experts and influencers to contribute to and/or share content

Designs content with channel-specific formats and accessibility in mind

Maps content fully to customer journey

Has an ongoing and effective content and creative feedback loop (at least monthly) that  
analyzes performance which leads to a refinement in the content and creative approach
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Mark “Yes” for each statement that is currently true for your organization.                   Yes          No

Dedicates a team’s role to ultimately be responsible for creative and content  
strategies (i.e. a content marketing or like focus), while still having many in the  
organization contribute to those strategies 

Includes team members with different specializations that are actively being  
developed, unleveled, and utilized

Leading

Establishes a distinct brand positioning, unique voice, and distinguishable creative  
in the market with holistic brand continuity across all touchpoints (you’d know it was  
the brand without the logo)

Personalizes content to users' behavior and previous experiences

Creates content for new accessibility modes: voice search, AR, VR

Ties content directly to ROI

Participating

Moving

Accelerating

Sprinting

Leading

There is plenty of work to do for your content marketing. Call us! 
We’ll work together and get you there.

Good job covering the core basics. Ready to tackle the next phase?

Wonderful job! You are working towards being ahead of the competition.

Excellent foundation! Is it time to look at the advanced opportunities?

Top of the charts! You are a true leader in content marketing!

How do you rank?  Remember, the category with the most 
yeses is your content maturity status.
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Convince & Convert is an experienced, highly focused analysis and 
advisory firm that creates effective, best-in-class digital marketing, 

content programs, and customer experience strategies for the world’s 
most iconic organizations. We’ve helped a number of organizations 
boost the effectiveness and impact of their digital communications 
programs including David Weekley Homes, Arizona State University, 

Purdue, Oracle, Cisco, and Phoenix Children’s Hospital.

Take your Content Strategy to the Next Level
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